
PEQ V (Code 2492)

Programmable, digital
equalizer

with USB, AES/EBU, LINE as well as pulse
and optical multi-channel interfaces for the
true to original reproduction of aurally accu-
rate recordings

Features
····· True to original playback of aurally

accurate recordings in highest
quality

····· Two independently calibratable
headphone outputs for dynamic
headphones (HD IV.1 or HD IV.2)

····· USB interface (USB 2.0) for direct
connection to a notebook or PC

····· AES/EBU input and output

····· Optical interface (ADAT / S/PDIF)

····· Line out, symmetrical

····· Two pulse outputs (electrically
isolated)

Overview

The programmable equalizer PEQ V
plays back aurally accurate recordings
in the highest possible quality. Two
headphone outputs suitable for the
direct connection of dynamic head-
phones  (HD IV.1 or HD IV.2) can be
calibrated independently of each other.

Both data transmission and remote
control are conveniently handled via
one single cable: The PEQ V is con-
nected directly to a notebook or PC
via USB (USB 2.0). The PEQ V can be
used as a standard Windows® audio
device. A digital sound board is not
necessary.

Furthermore, the user-friendly PEQ V
is equipped with all common interfaces
(ADAT, S/PDIF, AES/EBU, line, pulse),
of which, for example, the optical ADAT
interface allows up to four PEQs to be
connected simultaneously for multi-
channel playback. Artificial heads and
other front ends, devices with optical
outputs and analog power amplifiers
can be connected directly to the
PEQ V.

The PEQ V is equally well suited for
stationary and mobile operation: It can
be powered by a car battery as well as
by its external power adapter.

With supported sampling rates of up
to 96 kHz, the PEQ V is already pre-
pared for future applications.

For loudspeaker playback, active loud-
speakers can be connected as well.
As a universal equalizer, the PEQ V
can also be used for the playback of
conventional recordings.

····· Sampling rates: 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2 and 96 kHz

····· Equalizations: LIN, ID, FF, DF,
USER

····· Convenient, intuitive turning knob
for menu-based control

····· User-friendly software-based
control (via USB) or hand remote
control unit

····· Cascadable
(ADAT, S/PDIF, AES/EBU)

Block diagram of the PEQ V
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Headphone Outputs

The PEQ V is equipped with two inde-
pendent headphone outputs de-
coupled from each other by internal
amplifiers. Each of the two amplifiers
can be individually factory-calibrated
for a specific dynamic headphone
(HD IV.1 or HD IV.2 – not included).
The combination of the PEQ V with
the HD IV.1 headphones guarantees
the highest possible playback quality.

The serial number of the respective
headphone can be found on a label
above the corresponding headphone
output, so there is a unique assignment
of the headphones to the outputs.

USB

The USB port (USB 2.0) can be used
to connect the PEQ V directly to a
notebook computer or PC. Both data
transmission and remote control are
conveniently handled via one single
(USB) cable. A digital sound board is
not necessary for playback.

ADAT / S/PDIF

The optical ADAT interface (specifi-
cation according to Wavefront) can
also be used as an input and output
for S/PDIF signals. In this case, the
AES/EBU interface is deactivated.

Applications

····· True to original playback of aurally
accurate recordings

····· Mobile and stationary operation

· Direct playback from PC/notebook
via PEQ V without an additional
sound board

····· A/B comparisons

····· Use in the professional audio area

····· Playback of conventional
recordings

Front side (top) and rear side of the PEQ V
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AES/EBU

The AES/EBU interface is electrically
isolated and can also be operated with
electrical S/PDIF signals via an adapt-
er.

The inputs and outputs can be used
for cascading several devices. Even
when the unit is turned off, cascading
is still possible via the AES/EBU inter-
face. In that case, the PEQ V loops the
signals through to the AES ouput, so
they are available for the next con-
nected PEQ V unit.

Equalization

Besides the predefined FIR filters for the
correct equalization of artificial head
recordings, it is also possible to create
a user-defined filter with ArtemiS and
install it on the PEQ V.

In addition, five IIR filters can be used
for equalization. One of these IIR filters
(Subjective Equalization, SEQ) has
fixed parameters. Based on the results
of listening tests, this filter subjectively
improves the playback of artificial head
recordings compared to the “techni-
cally correct” equalization.

The other four IIR filters can be freely
chosen in ArtemiS and transferred to
the PEQ V using the included remote
control software (PRC I.1).

LINE

The symmetrical LINE outputs of the
PEQ V can be used to connect one or,
in the case of cascading, several ana-
log amplifiers, for example the PVA IV.3
power amplifier or the HDA IV head-
phone amplifier.

PULSE

If a signal contains RPM information,
this information is made available as
TTL level pulses at the two electrically
isolated pulse outputs.

RS-232
As an alternative to the USB interface,
the PEQ V can also be controlled via
RS-232 (using the RC V hand remote
control).

Standard Delivery Items
PEQ VPEQ VPEQ VPEQ VPEQ V (Code 2492)(Code 2492)(Code 2492)(Code 2492)(Code 2492)
Programmable, digital equalizer with
USB, AES/EBU, LINE as well as pulse
and optical multi-channel interfaces for
the true to original reproduction of
aurally accurate recordings

PSH I.1PSH I.1PSH I.1PSH I.1PSH I.1 (Code 1364)(Code 1364)(Code 1364)(Code 1364)(Code 1364)
Power Supply for PEQ V

PRC I.1PRC I.1PRC I.1PRC I.1PRC I.1 (Code 2403)(Code 2403)(Code 2403)(Code 2403)(Code 2403)
Remote control software for PEQ V,
with Microsoft Windows® 2000,  XP

CXX II.3CXX II.3CXX II.3CXX II.3CXX II.3 (Code 5177-3)(Code 5177-3)(Code 5177-3)(Code 5177-3)(Code 5177-3)
Cable AES/EBU, XLR male ↔ XLR
female, 3-pin., 2.95 m (9.68 ft)

PCC I.9xPCC I.9xPCC I.9xPCC I.9xPCC I.9x (Code 997x)(Code 997x)(Code 997x)(Code 997x)(Code 997x)
Power cable, country-specific

CXO I.1CXO I.1CXO I.1CXO I.1CXO I.1 (Code 5176)(Code 5176)(Code 5176)(Code 5176)(Code 5176)
Cable for external power adapter, XLR
female, 4-pin. ↔ pigtail, 2 m (6.56 ft)

CUSB II.1.5CUSB II.1.5CUSB II.1.5CUSB II.1.5CUSB II.1.5 (Code 5478-1)(Code 5478-1)(Code 5478-1)(Code 5478-1)(Code 5478-1)
Cable USB 2.0, with ferrite, 1.5 m (4.9 ft)

Manual for PEQ VManual for PEQ VManual for PEQ VManual for PEQ VManual for PEQ V

Accessories
HD IVHD IVHD IVHD IVHD IV.1.1.1.1.1 (Code 2380)(Code 2380)(Code 2380)(Code 2380)(Code 2380)
Dynamical headphone for PEQ V

HD IVHD IVHD IVHD IVHD IV.2.2.2.2.2 (Code 2481)(Code 2481)(Code 2481)(Code 2481)(Code 2481)
Dynamical headphone for PEQ V

HDA IVHDA IVHDA IVHDA IVHDA IV (Code 2488, 2489)(Code 2488, 2489)(Code 2488, 2489)(Code 2488, 2489)(Code 2488, 2489)
HEADphone Distribution Amplifier
for 4 or 8 headphones HD IV.1

R C  VR C  VR C  VR C  VR C  V (Code 1312)(Code 1312)(Code 1312)(Code 1312)(Code 1312)
Hand remote control for PEQ V

CXX II.xCXX II.xCXX II.xCXX II.xCXX II.x (Code 5177-x)(Code 5177-x)(Code 5177-x)(Code 5177-x)(Code 5177-x)
Cable XLR male ↔ XLR female,
3-pin.

CBB I.2CBB I.2CBB I.2CBB I.2CBB I.2 (Code 3171-2)(Code 3171-2)(Code 3171-2)(Code 3171-2)(Code 3171-2)
Cable BNC ↔ BNC, 2 m (6.56 ft)

CAB I.3CAB I.3CAB I.3CAB I.3CAB I.3 (Code 5475-3)(Code 5475-3)(Code 5475-3)(Code 5475-3)(Code 5475-3)
Cable D-SUB 9-pin., 2.95 m (9.68 ft)

RMB IVRMB IVRMB IVRMB IVRMB IV.1.1.1.1.1 (Code 9841)(Code 9841)(Code 9841)(Code 9841)(Code 9841)
19“ back mount brackets for PEQ V,
2 pcs.
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Technical data
All inputs and outputs are protected against high voltage peaks; all outputs are permanently short-circuit-proof.

USB USB 2.0 full speed

ADAT / S/PDIF specification according to Wavefront

AES/EBU in
Connector: XLR socket
Standard: AES3, IEC60958, EIAJ CP1201, electrically isolated

AES/EBU out
Connector: XLR socket
Standard AES3, IEC60958, EIAJ CP1201, electrically isolated

PULSE out
Connector: BNC socket
Standard: TTL Pegel an 100 Ohm, electrically isolated

RS 232 interface
Connector: 9-pin. DSUB socket
Standard: EIA / TIA232E and CCIT V.28
Power supply for terminal: 5 V / 200 mA, electrically isolated

Analog out, general electrical data
Frequency response: ≤ +0.05 dB / -0.15 dB  (0 - 20 kHz)
Distortion (THD+N): ≤ 0.0025 % (92 dB) at levels > -6 dBFs

≤ 0.0015 % (96 dB) at levels = -6 dBFs
≤ 0.02 % (74 dB) at levels < -6 dBFs

Cross-talk: ≥ 105 dB (0 - 20 kHz)
≥ 110 dB at 1 kHz

Dynamic range (S/N): ≥ 104 dB
Linearity accuracy: ≥ 93 dB at +0.05 dB / -0 dB
Linearity accuracy: ≥ 100 dB at +0.2 dB / -0 dB
Linearity accuracy: ≥ 114 dB at +0.8 dB / -0 dB

Line out
Connector: 2 XLR
Nominal level: 1 Veff equivalent to 94 dBSPL
Maximum output level
(with loads ≥ 1kOhm): 17.66 Veff equivalent to 119 dBSPL
Output impedance: 10 Ohm ±3 Ohm
Maximum current per channel: 150 mA
Maximum power per channel: 1.2 W
Load impedance: ≥ 200 Ohm

Headphone output
Number of headphone outputs: 2
Headphone type: dynamic (typ. HD VI.1)
Connector: 6.3 mm stero jack
Nominal level: typ. 0.5 Veff equivalent to 94 dBSPL
Maximum output level
(with loads ≥ 1kOhm): 8.86 Veff equivalent to 119 dBSPL
Output impedance: 10 Ohm ± 3 Ohm
Maximum current per channel: 0.6 W
Maximum power per channel: 150 mA
Load impedance: ≥ 100 Ohm

Power Supply
Power Supply: 9 - 36 V DC
Power consumption: 6 W, typ., 8 W, max.

Environmental conditions
Temperature range: Operation: -10 - +60°C

Storage: -20 - +75°C
Dimensions: 327 mm x 230 mm x 44 mm / 12.9” x 9.1” x 1.7” (W x D x H)
Weight: 1900 g / 4.2 lb
The use of the PEQ V as standard Windows® audio device without digital sound board is possible as of firmware 1.8 and
the hardware version 2492B. Older versions of the PEQ V can be retrofitted ex factory.


